
Select the correct continuous present tense from the options

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Present tense

Subject Verb
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1. Mike __________ video game.

•Play
•Is playing
•Playing

3. My uncle______ us a story.

•Is telling
•Told
•Tells

5. We ___________ to Hawaii on 
vacation.

7. My sister __________ a picture.

•Coloring
•Color
•Is coloring

9. My brother _____________ me in my 
homework.    

•Is helping
•Helped
•Helps

2. I _________ to movie.

•Going
•Go
•Am going

4.  I ______________  for trick or 
treating on halloween.

•Am going
•Is going
•Going

6. She __________ an adventure book.

•Read
•Is reading
•Will read.

8. Luke ______________ basket ball.

•Play
•Played
• Is playing

10. Micheal ___________ to school today.

•Walking 
•Walk
•Is walking

The present continuous verb tense indicates that an action or condition is happening now, frequently, 
and may continue into the future.

The Present Continuous Formula: to be [am, is, are] + verb [present participle]

•Are going
•Go
•Goes



Answers

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Present tense

Subject Verb
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1. Mike is playing video game.

•Play
•Is playing
•Playing

3. My uncle is telling us a story.

•Is telling
•Told
•Tells

5. We are going to Hawaii on vacation.

7. My sister is coloring a picture.

•Coloring
•Color
•Is coloring

9. My brother is helping me in my 
homework.    

•Is helping
•Helped
•Helps

2. I am going to movie.

•Going
•Go
•Am going

4.  I am going  for trick or treating on 
halloween.

•Am going
•Is going
•Going

6. She is reading an adventure book.

•Read
•Is reading
•Will read.

8. Luke is playing basket ball.

•Play
•Played
• Is playing

10. Micheal is walking to school today.

•Walking 
•Walk
•Is walking

The present continuous verb tense indicates that an action or condition is happening now, frequently, 
and may continue into the future.

The Present Continuous Formula: to be [am, is, are] + verb [present participle]

•Are going
•Go
•Goes


